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Why can´t children go to 

school? 

Children cannot go to school because of war, poverty or 

because there is basically no compulsory schooling in 

their country. There aren´t many possibilities to do 

anything about it. But there are also other reasons why 

children cannot go to school. Cases of  bullying, fear of 

school or discrimination have an effect on children. Each 

topic is an emotional one for itself.  

 

 

 

 

 

BULLYING IS NOT A SOLUTION TO ONE´S 

OWN PROBLEMS!!! 

EVERYONE should be aware of what´s happening to 

some children, but many people are unfortunately not. It 

doesn´t matter what you look like because every person 

is the same but not all people see it that way. Especially 

children who learn from their parents simply don’t know 

better. If someone is being insulted or getting bullied 

because of their skin colour, nationality or other reasons 

many people simply look the other way and do nothing 

about it. If you are afraid of school, you can´t really help 

it because it´s like a disease. It comes upon you easily 

but it be treated with therapy. When you´re in therapy 

and are doing something about it, it can go away, you 

just have to talk about your problems and fears.  
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Together a good 

education for everyone! 

HOW CAN YOU 

HELP 

YOURSELF 

WHEN YOU 

ARE BEING 

BULLIED? 
 

If you have a problem with 

bullying or discrimination, it´s 

good to confide in your parents, 

friends or teachers and look for a 

solution. If you don´t want to 

confide in these people there is also 

a helpline where you can call and 

talk about your worries and 

problems. With these possibilities 

you can help yourself and the 

bullying will stop. If it doesn´t stop 

you can also change schools, leave 

all that behind and start all over 

again with new opportunities.  

 

 

 

 

BULLYING BY 

ADULTS OR 

TEACHERS  
 

In the case of bullying and discrimination, 

there is a big difference between students 

and teachers. Let´s say it´s a teacher in 

which case you should report the teacher 

and take action against him/ her because 

YOU are definitely not the first victim. 

Most people keep quiet about something 

like this, then it can happen anywhere, to 

anyone including adults.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

 

 

 


